CUT FACE GRADIENT TO BE DETERMINED BY SITE ENGINEER.

EARTH / ROCK FILL TO CONSIST OF COMPACTED EXCAVATED MATERIAL. THE EARTH FILL MUST NOT BE REMOVED AFTER COMPACTION AND TURBINE INSTALLATION.

EGL

TOP OF CONCRETE

STEEL EMBEDDED CAN SUPPLIED BY TURBINE MANUFACTURER

MINIMUM DUCT RADIUS TO SUIT CABLE CARRIED (R. MIN = 12m OR 2.5m)

DUCTS TO SNAKE DOWNWARDS WITHIN UPSTAND CONCRETE IF POSSIBLE

600 MIN. COVER TO SUIT SWITCHGEAR KIOSK

SW20 HYDROPHILATIC STRIP WITH SUPERCAST - SWX ADHESIVE

NITOSEAL MS800 WITH EXPANDFOAM 12mm Ø CHORD, POLYTHENE JOIN FILLER. IN 20 HEIGHT x 10 WIDE GAP

TOP OF CONCRETE

PROPOSED DETAIL

SCALE 1:50

SECTION A - A

SCALE 1:100

GENERAL PLAN

SCALE 1:250

TOP OF CONCRETE
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